
ALL ABOUT ACCESSORIES. 
Ageless Iron releases a beautiful collection that 
includes hooks, doorstops and wall covers.

 
(Denver, CO – June 22, 2022)  Accessories are a key element of 

any stylish outfit, supplying interest and charm and helping to 

create a polished head-to-toe look. This holds true for interior 

design too, with accessories complimenting other elements in 

the room to form a fully cohesive space. Ageless Iron is pleased 

to offer a new line of meticulously crafted accessories that 

perfectly enhance their collection of premium iron door hard-

ware. From coat hooks to door stops to wall plates, Ageless 

Iron accessories are beautiful and practical with a rich black 

patina that is on-trend with today’s hottest styles, including 

modern farmhouse, urban loft and industrial chic.

The Blacksmith Coat Hook is a subtle way to add luxurious 

style to any room. Its sturdy construction will accommodate 

bulky winter jackets, and all manner of shopping bags, back-

packs and more, A simple schoolhouse shape and clean edges 

are enhanced by a unique surface texture for a custom look. 

Also available in the accessories line are two sizes of door-

stops. Offered in 3” and 4” lengths, these sleek doorstops have 

a simple, appealing design with round heads and tapered stems 

that fasten directly into doors or baseboards. Both the hooks 

and doorstops are made from cast iron and finished by hand by 

skilled craftsmen.

Ageless Iron has also included an assortment of outlet covers 

and switchplates in their accessories collection. Replacing 

ordinary elements with elegant upgrades from Ageless Iron is 

a small detail that quickly elevates an entire room, improving 

both aesthetics and functionality. Their outlet covers are 

available in single and double configurations with beveled 

edges and a textured black finish. The switch plates bring a 

clean, classic look as the dark hue adds dramatic contrast 

against white or light-colored walls. The collection includes 

switchplates in single, double or triple toggle designs, all 

pairing perfectly with the brand’s hardware for a pleasingly 

consistent look. 

As a company known for extraordinary craftsmanship and 

diligence, Ageless Iron brings a meticulous eye to every 

component of the manufacturing process. All hardware and 

accessories are zinc-plated and powder coated for exceptional 
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durability and resistance to corrosion, UV weathering and scratches. 

Mounting hardware is included with every order for easy installation, 

and all products are backed by an extensive five-year warranty. 

Celebrate the beauty of cohesive design with the new line of accessories 

from Ageless Iron. Their exquisite black textured finished is both 

modern and classic, and always a favorite pick for trendy décor styles. 

Create a design space that is thoughtfully finished to the last detail 

with Ageless Iron. For more information about their new accessory 

options, visit AgelessIronHardware.com. 

Visit agelessironhardware.com to see more.
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